Before I was an English teacher, I was bartender. When I tell my first-year composition students this as we take turns exchanging getting-to-know-you trivia during the first class s they laugh-some, I suspect, struck by the improbability of the leap one profession into the other; others, I know, amused by the irony o ing up with an ex-bartender for a teacher. For these others, so daughters of iron workers and auto mechanics and waitresses, m from barroom to classroom traces the trajectory of their own lives.
When I first began teaching, I thought-or, I have to say, I hope the university was the farthest point from the local tavern, and that ing writing to college students was the furthest thing from opening b of Bud for laborers. So I was surprised to find myself, after three y teaching writing, feeling compelled to return to the bar where I'd w for several years to do community research into local rhetorical prac In the ethnographic tale that was to grow out of this research, I wan map out connections between class, culture, and rhetoric by investig how rhetorical genres-and in particular, arguments about politic ticipated in the public construction of knowledge in, and ultimately production of, working-class culture. I want to suggest that an examination of r bar is instructive for two reasons: (1) the ba from the university writing classroom; and similar to the university writing classroo bars are qualitatively different from clas working-class students' rhetorical motives, are functionally similar can teach us someth tories of cultural values, the working-class classroom are, of course, quite different. As lic knowledge is constructed according to pr tional discourses are routinely-even ritual in common. Just as the university writing c text within which rhetorics-ways of sp middle-class academic community are sancti borhood bar functions as an institution in w communities are routinely transacted. With my of discourse, and it is within the terms the sum of the discourse-knowledge equat
No longer do we assume that classrooms insular "communities" that are somehow exe of other linguistic economies. Thus in a r characterizes classrooms as "rhetorical situat tions between speakers, audiences, subje trusts that "teachers all along the continu trality recognize" (198) . But I believe that conceive of the classroom as a kind of rhetorical m stitutes a complex scene of rhetorical performance on value as cultural capital and are symbolically m As middle-class writing teachers working with st communities, we need to make it a priority to how our own class capital-as well as our institu
as rhetors in such a marketplace. Such an awarene moving us closer to a resolution of the ethical ethos) that Frank Farmer identifies as the prob teach in manner that both respects our studen time, questions the complacencies which too of (187). Thinking of the writing classroom as a mar operate as symbolic capital can help us to under strategies that we use to establish our class (room) authority to influence belief even as they allow further, to see why it may be unconvincing to sell in the private marketplace of the academy as a moral integrity or political empowerment.
The problematics of social class and higher e States have received a good deal of attention b proponents of critical teaching such as Ira Shor Aronowitz, and Henry Giroux. The autobiographic class academics like Mike Rose and Victor Villanueva have further enriched conversations about confrontations between local working-cl and middle-class academic ways of knowing. Researchers such as Tom have conducted ethnographic investigations into the composing strategie of working-class students to understand what it means for these studen to grapple with the (social and rhetorical) demands of university wri instruction. Still, inquires into the class-based cultural affiliations of students who turn up in our writing classrooms have lagged behind quires into the pedagogical implications of identity and difference based race, ethnicity, or gender. Since Lynn Z. Bloom complained in the Octob 1996 issue of College English that her call for papers on "intersections o race, class, and gender in composition studies" for the 1993 meeting of t MLA drew one lone proposal on class in contrast to 12 on race and 94 gender (657), little has changed. We continue to operate with a thin unde standing of the social knowledge-by which I mean epistemological ha rooted in community practice and emerging from material conditio working-class students bring with them to that space. share his concern that well-intentioned writ concerned with issues of social justice-seem material circumstances from which students It is perhaps symptomatic of this problem of students' commitments that the approach concerned with investigating institutional r tive processes of social knowledge seems a consider the specifics of local practice or which even the most "critical" or "multicultural" classroom works as a site of cultural reproduction. Cultural studies-derived pedagogies aim to have students interrogate the material conditions of their lives, and thus to help them arrive at a fuller understanding of their own (and others') socioeconomic predicaments. While I see this as a worthy goal, I question the means, which seem not to put nearly enough energy into the enterprise of learning what is at stake (and in particular, what is at stake for workingclass students) in assenting to such critiques, into figuring out what resistance to cultural-studies projects might mean. For these reasons, it is important that we look beyond the university to see what happens in institutions where working-class identities and values are publicly invented and ritually affirmed.
In what follows, I offer a view of rhetorical practice in one such community institution. I offer examples of the public discourse of the barroom to show that the rhetoric that is valued most highly in today's writing classroom-that is, the rhetoric of conjecture and speculation-not only operates differently as currency in the working-class institution of the barroom, but often becomes, in that rhetorical economy, a powerful class symbol, one that occasions expressions of the problematics of workingclass identity. Since speculative rhetoric-the discourse of inquiry-tends to be highly valued as currency in the classroom (and especially in the cultural-studies classroom, where inquiry into social and institutional power structures is the explicit goal), my hope is that teachers of composition will be encouraged not only to examine their assumptions about what this rhetoric is worth and why, but to consider how their authority to teach it Ethnographic studies of working-class communities have, as well, demonstrated the importance of taverns to the production of knowledge and flo of information in these communities. In E. E. Le Masters' study of lifestyl in a working-class bar in a Midwestern tow cludes early on that "the tavern in this sm social life," to the extent that "the prop knowledge about the residents of the to election results with great accuracy" (1 graphics have changed since the time of L that bars continue to function as public communities. (Though there are many p have no direct involvement with bars, local taverns nonetheless act as important sites for the construction of working-class identity.) As such, they are likely to serve as a general point of reference for others in the community, including those who are (legally) considered too young to patronize them. Given the status of bars as neighborhood institutions, young working-class adults-even adolescents-are likely to feel the influence of local bars even if they have never set foot in one. Yet given as well the tendency of working-class adolescents to assume adult roles earlier on, chances are that they will in fact have had direct experience with bars.3 As a teenager growing up in a blue-collar neighborhood, I experienced bars as an important rite of passage from childhood to adulthood-one that has as a functional parallel, I would venture, the passage undertaken by young middleclass adults first going "away" to college. My experience, while perhaps not universal, is far from unique.
The Smokehouse, where working people come together to publicly invent a private culture, is not in fact situated in what one thinks of as a traditional white-ethnic enclave. However, the community it serves largely comprises working whites who moved from such southside enclaves to flee the southward migrations of urban African-Americans. One could argue, in fact, that the Smokehouse is all the more important as a community institution now that the community itself has been geographically "displaced." Most of the men and women who participate regularly in the social life of the Smokehouse work in traditional blue-collar jobs: The men are skilled laborers (telephone linemen, woodworkers, plumbers, truck drivers, machinists) and the women work in service jobs (as waitresses, bartenders, clerks, child-care providers, and hairdressers).
The voices who have featured most prominently in my story of Smokehouse rhetoric belong to the men and women who were "regulars" at the bar: that is, to those who treated the bar as a kind of home-away-fromhome and who enjoyed an established role in the social network there. was "still in school." When I assured him that I was, Wendell turned his attention to the others at the bar, and addressing them, remarked, "This one here's the only one I know gonna be collecting her social security checks from a goddamn college!" Though he does not articulate my transgression against community norms in terms of social class, his quip suggests that as a graduate (and therefore "professional") student, I symbolize an unnatural, or at least unhealthy, identification with the university-and a defection to middle-class values and lifestyle. For Wendell, and presumably for the audience he addresses in his commentary, I clearly represent a departure from local norms which dictate that public identities are built on the fundamental values of work and community. My involvement and identification with the university meant that what I came to signify for others in
Smokehouse society was an orientation to all things academic, pedantic, and ultimately without value in the everyday life of the "real world" of work. Once, in a conversation about race relations in the aftermath of the Rodney King verdict, Walter threw up his hands in exasperation and complained, "The problem with you is that you ask so many questions that sooner a later, a guy runs out of answers!" My rhetorical habit of speculating and raising questions, a strategy that is so richly rewarded within the academic institution, was apparently seen by Walter and others at the Smokehouse as both unproductive and manipulative. However (as I shall argue), the contempt Smokehousers such as Wendell and Walter show for the habit of "asking so many questions" has at least as much to do with (what they perceive to be) my use of it as a status claim as it does with their attitudes toward this rhetoric more generally. That is, the Smokehousers' responses to me have less to do with any negative assessment of my personal integrity or with wholesale rejection of a particular rhetorical practice than with their critique of the public self they saw me as trying to invent in my arguments with therm. Social scientists have long struggled to describe the class situation in the United States quantitatively, in terms of material conditions. But the place of political argument in the everyday life of the Smokehouse community indicates the extent to which "working-class" is a cultural category, and hence, a rhetorical construct. Richard Ohmann, taking as an example his own class experience, describes class "membership" as a discursive pro- Walt will concede the value of higher education, but only if it does come with indoctrination into middle-class values, values here represe ed by identification with rhetoric-for-its-own-sake. He speaks for many the Smokehouse in insisting that the value of formal education lies in its ability to convey immediately applicable, practical knowledge-not in training in speculative rhetoric.
Though the official discourse serves as a heuristic for public debate, th conventional wisdoms it encodes are by no means professed with equ enthusiasm by all. Rather, one's position with respect to the official d In looking at the conflicting responses of Walter and Perry, it becom clear that Smokehousers' attitudes toward the value of higher educat have much to do with how it is claimed as an identification strategy simply attend college is not enough to set one apart: to inhabit its ph sophical world, however, is.
For Walter-himself a skilled rhetorician-to claim the rhetorical is suspect, because it confuses the practical with the theoretical, mixes work with play. Walter voices this attitude in valorizing those who "do," while devaluing those who merely "talk." As an illustration of the preferable former type, he holds up as an example another Smokehouse regular, Joe:
You got people around here that-and I don't want to mention any names-but, uh, that are very quick, and very responsive, and uh uh blah blah blah, they got the floor all the time, but they, uh, when it comes to the ability to do, earn a living and take care of yourself-Joe is head and shoul- Though we still haven't reached a conse of freshman writing instruction, I think it and particularly those who see themselves of a "critical pedagogy"-are committed power of rhetoric both for self-discovery clude any writing teacher who participa composition studies, from process-appr Freireian liberatory pedagogy to those proach to the teaching of writing. In ot who believes that an important goal of should be to educate students in ways to that is, to both interpret and invent strat articulates this common philosophical grou All use subject to http://about.jstor.org/terms our students and the institutional rhetorics they ing the needs of working-class students demands the ways in which the classroom is different from torical gestures it rewards, it would also serve rhetorical marketplace, the classroom has much in room. Like the barroom, the classroom is a place w market values may obtain) insiders trade in cul their places in the institution though generic cult While it's important that we remain aware that tion of institutional power and therefore have a m responsibly to students in our classrooms, the dif much to do with how to be persuasive at all as kind of influence to have. As politically sensiti endlessly about the ideological messages we con my work and field experiences at the bar have we're giving ourselves rather too much credit.7 In ing the meaning of authority in the postmoder (1996), Xin Liu Gale argues that teachers worki higher education have always had coercive pow from their associations with the institutions t rather less attention to the question of what kind implies, and to how it actually affects students their lives. I do think it is safe to assume that, ju is unevenly distributed among rhetoricians at demic institution does not wholly, unequivocal determine the authority of individuals working w students have had limited participation in market tual capital holds currency, then what is to say th ing teachers-who are often rich in symbolic ca signs of material capital-to have the kind of et suades them of the value of what-ifas a resource?
It seems doubtful that we will be able to make t peals to convince students to engage in the kind o value when we claim what-if as capital at the sam strate social and economic power.8 In their discuss thority in the writing classroom, Mortensen and the idea that authority as it functions in the class linear process or static condition that works in discursive contexts, observing that "relations in where students will one day decide they seldom intrinsically persuasive; identif through the tactical choices we make-ou alignment and the types of arguments we that feminist teachers go wrong in that "t students hope never to become, and they d what many students are" (203 ital. I was, admittedly, more concerned with characterizing myself a something other than the ill-informed, literal-minded working stiff I imag ined (and constructed) him to be-was more concerned, that is, with showing myself to be middle-class-than I was with trying to move th conversation into a place where we could engage in mutual inquiry int the truth of the matter. I knew immediately that Walter was using me as foil against which to construct a public persona, but it took me longer to see that I was just as eagerly doing the same.
I worry that what we are doing is convincing students who have strong local ties that the only use of what-ifis as a strategy for identification wit something they don't necessarily want to be. While some students (tho who, like Perry, are driven by a desire to set themselves apart from "thos rednecks out there") might be persuaded to identify with us and with the institutional rhetorics for which we speak, this hardly encourages critique of dominant institutions, nor does it produce humane, informed citizens. It merely teaches working-class students a trick of achieving class distinction, a trick that entails seeing those in their home communities-an worse, those parts of themselves that remain at home-as dupes. I worr that when we construct what-if as class capital and ourselves as exampl of successful investors in such capital, students who wish to buy into wha if must necessarily identify against the "rednecks."
What, then, can we do to create an ethos that is persuasive to students who may be inclined, like Walter What is the relationship between the abilit ric and capacity to achieve one's social, the same time that we work to understand students' reasons for their resistance to us and to what we stand for, we should also interrogate th terms of our resistance to what they stand for. We need to communicate our efforts in both respects. We can begin, for one, by responding not wi contempt or derision for such students' vulgar instrumentalism, but The way to persuade working-class students of the value of whatthen, is to openly acknowledge functional parallels between the rhetoric the barroom and that of the classroom. This means that we would make the nature of institutional discourse the focus of our pedagogy, and would encourage students to think about how speculative rhetoric can be of value to them as capital, how it can be useful as currency in the marketplaces in which they wish to participate. Examining how what-ifcan be useful as an instrument in the academic marketplace might then invite inquiries into how much philosophical and instrumental rhetorics are differences in kind, and to what degree they suggest differences in context. The language of action and use may help to invest us with the authority to persuade students that writing has important uses even when it isn't being useful.9 I am not arguing that we should be concerned only with teaching students how to fill out job applications; I believe that we should encourage them to write in ways that are critical and exploratory. But I am suggesting that we need to make it a priority to raise questions about how each text performs, in which domain, and to what ends. This seems essential if we are to demonstrate to students that we are aware of what we are up to in our performances.
Every so often I hear one or another of my colleagues invoke the white-male-in-a-baseball-cap-who-wants-just-the-facts as a symbolic focus for his or her resentment toward student resistance to what-if (and to critical pedagogy more generally). Just as Walter publicly identifies me as a symbol of the kind of middle-class intellectual one must not claim to be, teachers construct such students as symbols that are ritually invoked for 5. Because of the bar's status as privatespace-within-a-public-space, the mechanics of data collection presented particular challenges. My general method for gathering data was to switch on a small, hand-held tape recorder I kept behind the bar as episodes of conversation happened. Though I did not remind people of the presence of the tape recorder as I recorded each episode of talk, I did discuss my plan to record conversations with the owner of the Smokehouse as well as with those regulars who are featured most prominently in the study. In other words, regulars knew I was working on a research project about "how people talked about politics in the real world," and that I was likely to tape conversations (even if I did not announce my intent to record particular stretches of discourse). Generally speaking (though many at the bar said that they were glad I was going to write something about the way things really were among people who worked), my research project was regarded as an eccentricity, as further evidence of the peculiar habits of academics.
6. It is, of course, important to bear in mind that even though I conducted interviews with individuals at a remove from the arena of public performance, interviews are themselves performances to an audienceme-perceived to be skeptical of the truth of working-class values.
7. In his research on first-year writing students' responses to critical pedagogy, David Seitz observed that working-class students in a cultural-studies research writing class at the University of Illinois at Chicago learned how to render convincing performances of the kinds of critical discourses sanctioned by teacher and institution. In conducting a series of follow-up interviews with these students, however, Seitz found that the students remained unpersuaded of the truth (or usefulness) of these discourses, and that the architecture of their local knowledge had managed to remain more or less intact (65-73).
8. That teachers operate as signs in the assemblage of texts that is the discursive world of the writing classroom is no great revelation, but it is nonetheless a crucial point in considering what kind of persuasive authority we have with students. No matter what else we may be doing in the classroom at a given moment, we are busily signifying our social allegiances. I am made uncomfortably aware how much I work as signifier beyond (and perhaps in spite of) the more explicit messages I wish to convey each time a student informs me that I don't "look like an English teacher." That students perceive my physical self to signify something other than what they've come to expect an English teacher to represent tells me that the signified "English teacher" is associated with a particular and conventional set of signifiers. Clearly, what for middle-class academics functions as valuable currency in their cultural economy-the capital of tastes, manners, language, and style that signals to insiders the power to reject the very kinds of material capital to which working-class students aspire-may have no cultural meaning 9. In William Covino's rhetoric for writing students, Forms of Wondering, reader-writers are drawn into a conversation about the means and ends of writing. The book opens with an assignment entitled "What's the Use of Writing?" a dialogue designed to get the writer to create a dialectic between the philosophical and utilitarian functions of writing. While some of the writing tasks in Covino's book may be too generically esoteric to be persuasive to students seeking to learn forms of writing that perform conventional functions in nonacademic marketplaces, Forms' ongoing dialogue about the goals and uses of writing is an excellent model for teachers wishing to structure classroom activities around such a discussion.
